
 

New study pits big data against intuition
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Simone Gressel wants to find out if big data is changing the way managers make
business decisions.

A Massey University PhD student is delving into the decision-making
processes of companies to understand whether judgement calls based on
big data produce better outcomes.
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Simone Gressel says she chose her thesis topic because of all of the hype
around "big data". She was interested to understand how managers were
using data, whether it was reducing the role of human judgement and
whether managers made better decisions as a result of it.

"Big data is really a trending topic right now. There's a lot of hype but do
managers really trust everything the data analysts tell them, or do they
still revert to their experience and intuition?" Ms Gressel asks.

Decisions based on data 'usually work out'

She says her study is targeting firms that use big data for strategic
decisions. She interviews managers at various levels within the
organistion about their perceptions of data analytics, how they use data
and how much they rely on it for decision-making versus their own
intuition.

"We look at three to five decisions they have made in the past that had a
good outcome or negative outcome so it's a decision they can recall
clearly," Ms Gressel says. "I get them to lead me through that decision –
what happened, what data they received, how and why they made the
decision they did and how it turned out."

Analysis of these processes gives insight into why some decisions have
good outcomes, and why others don't. So far, her research has shown
decisions based on data analytics usually work out well, sometimes to the
surprise of business managers.

"When I asked people, 'Is this what your gut told you?', they were often
surprised because the data told a completely different story to their own
perceptions. But when they were convinced by others to follow the data,
they found the data outperformed their intuition – and this then led to
greater trust in analytics the next time around."
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When data tells the wrong story

This is not to say the data was always right. Ms Gressel says she has
found two main reasons for negative outcomes: unreliable or unsuitable
data, often provided by external sources and not properly incorporated
into the organisation's own environment; or the analytics team missing an
important component of data because they didn't fully understand the
business situation.

"The job of a data scientist is to understand all the business needs as well
as the actual data and its components – but it is hard to find someone
like that in real life. There is a skills gap," she says.

The most successful management teams will embrace a data culture but
also create an environment where managers can question
recommendations when it doesn't match their intuition, Ms Gressel says.

"Data challenging is a very important concept if it comes with the
acceptance that the data may also be right. It needs to be okay to ask
analysts to go back and delve deeper into the data to prove their findings
or, perhaps, find a flaw."

Wanted: Companies to share their decision-making
process

While Ms Gressel's research has already given her useful insights into
the best decision-making practices, she is seeking several more
companies to analyse to ensure her findings are robust.

"I am looking for medium and large organisations that use data analytics,
preferably for predictive decisions, rather than just analysing what has
happened in the past."
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Ms Gressel is keen to give participating companies something of value in
return. While remaining anonymous, firms will receive an executive
summary that outlines their decision-making processes, including factors
related to organisational culture, which will then be compared to best
practice as it is currently defined in both the practical and academic
literature.

"The lessons will be specific to their company and I'll highlight things
they might not be doing that I've seen lead to success in other
organisations," she says.
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